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WHAT'S THE BEST DIRECTION FOR WINDING DOWN A WINDOW?
CSERIAC INTERPRETS HUMAN NEEDS FOR DESIGNERS
DAYTON, Ohio-- Take a look at your VCR. Is 12:00 still blinking? If so, don't blame your
lack of programming skills. You may not have an ergonomically designed machine.
Ergonomics, the science of making products, systems and workplaces user friendly and human
centered, determines whether we are comfortable typing at a computer, how easily we can disengage a
seat belt--even whether we can program a VCR.
"Sometimes systems are designed, and it's obvious the end user wasn't kept in mind," said Mike
Gravelle, senior technical analyst for the Crew System Ergonomics Information Analysis Center
(CSERIAC), operated by the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) and hosted by Armstrong
Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. "Engineers know they need to consider the human
being, but often they don't know where to begin."
A place to start is CSERIAC, one of 20 Department of Defense (DOD) Information Analysis
Centers in the countty. Ten analysts providing CSERIAC's technical and bibliographic inquiries
. -huma.'l characteristics,
service act as ombudsmen, interpreting crew system ergonomics informationabilities, limitations, physiological needs, performance, body dimensions, biomechanical dynamics,
strengths and tolerances--for the DOD, government agencies, industty and academia.
"Much of the literature is filled with data discussing results of specific laboratory research, but
the implications for design are not readily accessible," Gravelle said. "We interpret data from the
technical literature in terms of design implications."
The concept for CSERIAC originated with Kenneth R. Boff, chief of the Human Engineering
Division of the Crew Systems Directorate at Armstrong Laboratory. Over the last three years,
-more-
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CSERIAC: Page 2
CSERIAC has responded to more than 450 information requests; one-third have come from industry:
•

• What are the emotional effects of different colors in the workplace? (Green is very restful;
violet is unrestful and tiring.)

• What's the best color to paint an aircraft to make it more visible to other aircraft?
(Fluorescent green, for example.)

• How should a data entry screen for a computer operator be designed? (Data entry fields
should be left-justified for easier data input and on-screen reviews.)

• Does a computer mouse or a trackball offer better performance during data entry? (A
computer company developing a software package wanted to know the costs and benefits of each.)

• Why are computer monitor casings almost always a putty gray color? (Unlike other colors,
putty doesn't produce a high glare, which studies hilVe shown affects operator performance.)

• How much force can a hand or finger withstand before an automatic window or sun roofclosing system breaks the skin? An automobile manufacturer wanted to design the system so that a
window would go backward automatically once a certain force was reached.

• Are there typical bicycle accident scenarios? The Consumer Products Safety Commission
needed the information to develop a class for children on how accidents occur and ways to avoid them.

• In a vehicle, which direction is preferable for winding down a window using a manual
window crank? A company designing heavy-duty trucks wanted to fmd out whether a norm existed.
What difference could it make?
"Frustration level," said Jeff Landis, CSERIAC's office administrator. "If people are used to it
being clockwise, and the designer didn't look into it and made it counterclockwise, then it could be
distracting for the driver to determine which way to roll the window while driving. You don't want the
driver concentrating on the window and risking an accident."
Landis said CSERIAC analysts may search numerous databases, discuss questions with experts
worldwide, consult professors and scientists at UD and analyze research culled from local libraries,
UDRI's Technical Information Services Office and other sources. CSERIAC's answers can take many
forms, including customized bibliographic searches, reviews and analyses of research, recommendations
and expert consultation referrals.
-30For media interviews, contact Mike Gravelle or Jeff Landis at (513) 255-4842.
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